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Abstract
Background – Stroke is a leading cause of disability worldwide. The most common
impairment resulting from stroke is upper limb weakness.
Objectives - To determine the usefulness and psychometric validity of the upper limb subscale of the STREAM in an acute stroke population.
Methods: Rasch Analysis, including unidimensionality assumption testing, determining
model fit, and analysis of: reliability, residual correlations, & differential item functioning.
Results - 125 individuals were assessed using the upper limb sub-scale of the Stroke
Rehabilitation Assessment of Movement (STREAM) tool. Rasch analysis suggests the
STREAM is a unidimensional measure. However, when scored using the originally proposed
method (0-2), or using the response pattern (0-5) neither variant fit the Rasch model (p <
0.05). Although, the reliability was good (Person-Separation Index – 0.847 & 0.903
respectively). Correcting for the disordered thresholds, and thereby producing the new
scoring pattern, led to substantial improvement in the overall fit (chi-square probability of fit
- 22%), however, the reliability was slightly reduced (PSI – 0.806).
Conclusions - The study proposes a new scoring method for the upper limb sub-scale of the
STREAM outcome measure in the acute stroke population.
Word Count: 184
Key Words: Psychometrics, Stroke, Patient Outcome Assessment , Upper Extremity,
Neurological Rehabilitation
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Introduction
Stroke is a leading cause of disability worldwide.1 Despite improvements in acute
medical care following stroke, more than 250,000 people live with disabilities caused by
stroke.2 The most common impairment resulting from stroke is upper limb weakness,3 which
can impact self-care, work, and leisure activities. Therefore, upper limb rehabilitation plays
an important role in improving long term outcome.4
A problem commonly encountered by clinicians is the selection of the most
appropriate outcome measure to assess physical impairment due to stroke, and improvement
as a result of rehabilitation.7 This is because there is a vast array of potential tools available,
and it can be difficult to discern between their clinical utility without formally assessing their
validity. The two most commonly utilized approaches for outcome measure validation are
Classical Test Theory (CTT), and Rasch Model Theory (RMT).
The Stroke Rehabilitation Assessment of Movement (STREAM) is a tool used to
assess rehabilitation outcome in stroke patients (see box 1 for a description of the STREAM
tool).5 Several studies have illustrated that the STREAM is both reliable and valid based on a
CTT approach,5,8-9 however this validation method has recently come under criticism for its
theoretical and practical limitations.10-11
Hsueh and colleagues performed a Rasch analysis on all of the subscales of the
STREAM in a chronic (median time – 12.5 months post-event) stroke population.12 This
produced a smaller 15 item STREAM-S measure. However, the upper limb subscale of the
STREAM has not been analyzed to determine its psychometric properties in an acute/subacute stroke population. One continuing source of discussion in the literature is the
importance of timing with regards to rehabilitative interventions, i.e. do some interventions
produce greater improvements in motor function if conducted during the acute phase, rather
than the chronic.13 To be able to effectively answer this question the tools used to measure
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change, such as the STREAM, must be psychometrically robust in both populations.
The purpose of this study was to provide a Rasch-model based analysis of the upper
limb sub score of the STREAM outcome measure to determine its usefulness and validity in
measuring upper limb function for acute stroke patients undertaking rehabilitation.
Additionally, we sought to determine the optimal scoring method by comparing the two
different methods of scoring the STREAM: 1) the original 3-point ordinal scale which
disregards the qualitative ‘abc’ distinctions proposed by Daly et al.6; and 2) the 5-point
ordinal scale which includes the ‘abc’ distinction.
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Box 1 - The Stroke Rehabilitation Assessment of Movement
(STREAM) Tool
The STREAM consists of three 10 item sub-scales: the upper limb, lower limb and basic
mobility scales. Each item in the three sub-scales is scored using an ordinal scale. The limb scales are
scored on a 3-point ordinal scale (0, 1a/b/c, 2), however, the final scoring system does not account for
the a,b,c criteria attached to the score of 1, i.e. each is awarded a score of 1 regardless of the letter
score. The inclusion of the a, b, & c criteria alongside the score of 1, was made as a qualitative
distinction and included due to rater confusion that was identified during validation. Thus, the total
possible score is 20 for each of the limb sub-scales, which can subsequently be transformed to a score
out of 100 to correct for missing items that occur due to pain or a limited range of motion. The items
of the mobility sub-scale are scored on a 4-point ordinal scale, with a maximum possible score of 40
points. During the development of the tools it was demonstrated that the three sub-scales can be used
individually or in-combination;6 for the purposes of this study we used only the upper-limb portion as
the intervention delivered by the recruiting services was upper-limb specific. The upper limb portion
of the Stroke Rehabilitation Assessment of Movement (STREAM) focuses on voluntary movement
which utilize different muscle groups in and around the upper extremity, for example, protraction of
the scapula.
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Methods
Location
The three unique locations included in this study were: the Hyper-acute Stroke Unit
(HASU – acute in-patients only), the Albany Rehabilitation Unit (ARU –acute and chronic
in-patients), and the Neuro-Rehabilitation Unit (NRU –acute and chronic in-patients) at the
National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (NHNN – a UK tertiary neurological
centre).

Participants
An observational cohort was established using sequential recruitment of patients
admitted to the aforementioned locations between July 2009 and July 2011.

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
Patients were 18+ years of age, had an imaging-confirmed diagnosis of stroke, and
were less than 12 weeks post-stroke at the time of assessment for inclusion in this study.
Gross screening of the participants for suitability for suitability for inclusion in the study was
conducted by a research nurse. The participants were informally assessed to determine
whether they had sufficient cognitive ability and language/communication skills to follow the
instructions required to complete the STREAM. Each patient provided full informed to
participate. Patients unable to read or with difficulties understanding the instructions (due to
severe cognitive or language/communication impairment) were excluded. Pain, and multiple
strokes were not considered exclusion criteria for this study, however bilateral pathology
was.

Assessment
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The STREAM has been described in detail in Box 1. A second upper extremity
specific outcome measure, The Chedoke ARM and Hand Activity Inventory (CAHAI) was
utilized to aid in characterizing the range of impairments in the sample under investigation.
The CAHAI is a valid and reliable measure with 13 tasks (opening a jar of coffee, calling
911, pouring a glass of water, etc.), scored on a 7-point ordinal scale ranging from the
individual requiring total assistance to complete the task (0), to compete independence in task
completion (7).16
Patients admitted to any of the aforementioned locations completed the STREAM and
CAHAI as part of a routine battery of admission outcome measures, regardless of presence or
extent of upper limb dysfunction. Manual preference was confirmed by the participant during
the assessment. The STREAM and CAHAI were administered and scored (in English) by an
experienced and appropriately trained clinician (author - K.B.), who provided instructions
and support during completion. Rehabilitative interventions were subsequently delivered by a
team of qualified physiotherapists during the course of the participant’s admission.
Descriptive statistical analysis of the data was conducted using SPSS.17

Rasch Analysis [Conducted using the unrestricted (partial credit) model in RUMM 2030.18
The parametrization of the item estimates in RUMM2030 is described elsewhere.19]
Rasch analysis is a post-dictive method of psychometric analysis, which can be
thought of as a probability-based analysis that determines the degree to which a pattern of
observed responses corresponds to/fits the pattern predicted by the Rasch model.14 Rasch
analysis is often used to assess the structure and measurement properties of outcome
measurement tools, specifically those that produce categorical data such as the STREAM
tool. Assuming that specific criteria are fulfilled, the process of Rasch analysis identifies the
relative difficulty of each item in a tool, and separately determines each individual’s relative
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skill/impairment with regards to what the tool is aiming to measure. Given that the Rasch
model assumes the probability of selecting or affirming a specific score on an item of a
questionnaire depends on the patient’s degree of impairment/skill, and the inherent difficulty
of that action/task, it is therefore possible to ascertain whether the outcome measure in
question performs as the model predicts. And subsequently, post-hoc corrections to the tool
can be made to improve fit to the Rasch model. More in-depth discussions pertaining to the
underlying mathematical model or the process of Rasch analysis can be found in the
following citations.14-15

Fit Statistics
The primary statistic used to evaluate how well an outcome measure fits the Rasch
model is the 2 item-trait interaction statistic. This value represents the sum of the 2 values
for each item in the scale. The probability of fit is derived on the basis of the sum total of the
degrees of freedom. Acceptable fit is described as a non-significant 2 probability value,
which for this study was set at the 5% level (p = 0.05).20 The secondary statistic used to
assess how well the items fit the Rasch model are the item fit residual statistics. Statistical
evaluation of this statistics is based on the residual values, where misfit is illustrated by fit
residual values of more than ±2.5 and/or 2 p value below the Bonferroni adjustment
significance threshold. The Bonferroni adjustment is a conversion applied to the significance
threshold value (e.g. p =0.05) to reflect the number of items being considered. Each
individual Bonferonni adjustment is stated with the results, and the base probability value
utilized to calculate the alpha is always p = 0.05. The summary fit residuals for the items and
persons are included for the for the original and the final re-scored version of the STREAM.

Threshold order
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The transition point between each score (i.e. 0 to 1a, 1a to 1b, etc.) are known as
thresholds, and they reflect the point at which there is equal probability of an individual being
classified into two adjacent categories.21 Within the STREAM there are 5 potential categories
for each question, and therefore 4 thresholds. The purpose of Rasch analysis is to identify
where the categories and thresholds perform in a manner predicted by the model. Where there
is a discrepancy between the observed response pattern and predicted pattern, the threshold
appears disordered, and thus the probability of a specific score is never high enough for there
to be a transition point. To correct this problem different response categories in an item can
be collapsed to produce a single new category, and the outcome of this change can be
monitored using the fit statistics to determine whether the change was beneficial.

Reliability
Two different reliability parameters have been calculated. The first statistic is the
person separation index (PSI), which indicates the degree of reliability of the fit statistics.21
Moreover, it illustrates the STREAM’s ability to discriminate between individuals with
different levels of upper limb weakness/impairment. A result in excess of 0.7 is deemed
sufficient to be able to differentiate across at least three patient groups.22 The second
reliability statistic is the Cronbach’s . Whilst the latter statistics is more commonly used in
CTT psychometric analysis, it requires case-wise deletion of individuals with missing values,
and thus reduces the amount of information available in the sample. The minimum acceptable
 value is 0.7.23

Test of Unidimensionality
The unidimensionality assumption is one that refers to the presumption that a single
factor is being measured. As such, if an outcome measure is unidimensional, then it should be
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possible to theoretically place all of the items in order of difficult with regards to that single
factor. Unidimensionality was tested using the method originally described by Smith.24 A
95% confidence interval was then generated using a binomial test to define the proportion of
tests that fail to meet the criteria of unidimensionality. A result consistent with a
unidimensional scale will have the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval as less than or
equal to 0.05.

Residual Correlations
A potential source of misfit is the presence of local dependency, where an
individual’s response on one item has some bearing upon their response to another item.
Whilst there is no consensus in the literature concerning a specific value at which the
correlation is significant, a common approach is that a residual correlation of 0.2 more than
the average of all the item residual correlations can be considered problematic.

Item Characteristic Curves (ICC) and Differential Item Functioning (DIF)
Item Characteristic Curves are visual illustrations of the concordance between the
observed scores for different ability levels (marked a points on a graph), and a curve
representing the expected sores for a specific item. The relationship between the expected
and observed values can be used to identify whether an item is prone to over-, or underdiscrimination. Moreover, these curves can be used to determine whether there are
underlying differences in response pattern based on additional variables, such as
demographics (e.g. Sex), which is known as DIF. ANOVA tests were utilized to assess DIF,
and a threshold of p =0.05 was used to determine significance.

Comparing the Response Pattern to the Original Scoring Method
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The above analysis was conducted on the dataset where the original 3-point ordinal
scale scoring method proposed by Daly et al.6, which disregards the qualitative ‘abc’
distinctions, was utilized. To determine if the 5-point ordinal scale which includes the ‘abc’
distinction is superior to the original, the data was reformatted so that instead of transforming
the recorded scores from 0,1a,1b,1c,2 to 0,1,2, it became 0,1,2,3,4. All of the above Rasch
analysis methods were then repeated on the new dataset.

Reporting Standards
This manuscript conforms to the STROBE reporting guidelines.
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Results

125 patients who suffered a stroke of varying sub-types (table 1) were recruited to the
study. Mean time from stroke to assessment was 3 weeks (S.D. 3 weeks). The mean age of
the participants was 62.7 years (standard deviation – 17.7). The demographics of the study
population are summarized in table 1. For the response frequencies see Table S1 in the
supplementary material.

[Table 1]

Does the STREAM Questionnaire response pattern fit the Rasch Model?
The items of the STREAM Questionnaire were found to have a substantial degree of
deviation from the Rasch model (Table 2 – Original). The item fit residual was -1.57 (S.D. –
1.69), and the associated chi squared test probability was <0.001. On closer examination
(Table 3), 4 items (4, 5, 6, & 7) had residual fit values outside of the acceptable range (2.5).
Moreover, two items (1 & 3) had chi-squared probability values that were statistically
significant suggesting they are extremely misfitting. Furthermore, all 10 items had
disordering thresholds. In summary, the response pattern for the original version of the
STREAM questionnaire does not appear to fit the assumptions of the Rasch model.

[Table 2 & 3]

Test of Unidimensionality
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The 95% confidence interval for the proportion of tests that fail to meet the
unidimensionality criteria is [0.036,0.113] suggesting that the upper-limb scale of the
STREAM is a unidimensional scale.

Differential Item Functioning (DIF)
Bonferonni adjustment of the base probability (p = 0.05), where n = 30, resulted in a
significance threshold of 0.001667. Analysis of the 10 items for uniform and non-uniform
DIF by age and sex, illustrated there was no significant variation by either demographic
variable with regards to the response pattern on the outcome measure.

Residual Correlations
The 10 items demonstrated a high degree of redundancy, illustrated by the several
statistically significant levels of correlation between the questions (see Table S2 in the
supplementary material). Only two items (3 & 7) did not have significant residual correlation
with at least one other item in the scale.

The Original Scoring System for the STREAM Questionnaire
A set of summary statistics for the behavior of the original scoring pattern (0-2) upon
analysis using the Rasch model is available in Table 2. The results clearly demonstrate that
the original pattern demonstrates significant misfit with regards to the Rasch model. The
probability values are both 0 at the number of decimal places reported by the RUM2030
program, for the two variants analyzed. Given the results thus far, we thought it was
appropriate to consider re-scoring the STREAM from the original 3-point scoring pattern
into a 5-point response pattern, inclusive of the ‘abc’ distinctions. This was done in an
attempt to determine whether the STREAM in any format would fit the Rasch model.
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Re-scoring the STREAM Questionnaire
The STREAM was re-scored (Table 4) to correct the disordered thresholds. The
questions can be split into two groups based on the new response pattern: Items 1, 3, 4, 5, & 6
were changed from 01234 to 00112; and items 2, 7, 8, 9, & 10 were changed from 01234 to
01112. It should be noted that the 01112 response pattern is not actually different in terms of
the score assigned to the individual in the original scoring pattern of the STREAM, as the
a,b,c criteria do not translate into different scores; each is still only assigned a value of 1. The
purpose of collapsing the response criteria is because the model identified that they were not
(probabilistically) discriminative (see figure 1 for rationale). Each alteration was added in an
iterative process to monitor the change in overall fit. Once the disordered thresholds were
corrected, the overall fit to the Rasch model improved substantially (Table 2). The item fit
residual degrades to -3.97 (S.D. 1.8388) from -1.57 (S.D. – 1.69), but the associated chi
squared test probability of fitting the Rasch model improved to 0.222. On closer examination,
no single item had a chi-squared probability value that was statistically significant, unlike
previously (raw data not included). The patterns described above for the residual correlations,
Item Characteristic Curves and DIF, whilst altered were not significantly different than the
patterns described for the original version of the STREAM measure (raw data not included).
Although, the reliability of the scale did decrease slightly, to a person-separation index of
0.81, whilst the Cronbach’s  remained largely unchanged (Table 2).

[Table 4]
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1
2

Discussion
The results of the study found that the upper limb sub-scale of the STREAM outcome

3

measure in its original form, whilst being a unidimensional measure, did not fit the Rasch

4

model. However, modifying the scoring system resulted in substantially better overall fit to

5

the Rasch model, and was associated with good reliability indices (high Person-Separation

6

Index and Cronbach’s ). The analysis identified no differential item functioning, but did

7

demonstrate substantial residual correlations between the 10 items in scale.The residual

8

correlation results are unsurprising given that actions/movements will never completely

9

isolate muscles, and thus, where co-operative action of these muscles occurs, the results will

10
11

inevitably show high/significant correlations.
Moreover, the results demonstrated that the original developers of the STREAM

12

outcome measure were correct in ignoring the a,b,c, criteria for most of the questions (items

13

2, & 7-10), as the re-scoring resulted in a similar pattern of scoring as the one described in

14

the original development study (01112).6 However, the descriptive thresholds at which 0 and

15

1 point were awarded in the original study do not appear to be consistent throughout the tool.

16

Our analysis demonstrated that items 1, 3, 4, & 5 did not abide by the original scoring

17

pattern. Instead, the optimal solution was that 1a was scored as 0, where it was previously

18

assigned a score of 1 by the developers.6 Interestingly, there is a notable clinical difference in

19

the two clusters: items 2,7,8,9, & 10 are all movements that occurs from the elbow distally

20

(i.e. flexion at the elbow, opening and closing the hand, etc.), whereas the other items all

21

utilize the muscles of the back and shoulder (i.e. raising the arms overhead, shrugging

22

shoulders, etc.). The modified rating criteria based on the results is described in Table 4.

23
24
25

Comparison to literature
Hseuh and colleagues, when they Rasch analyzed the STREAM in a chronic stroke
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population, found that two items of the upper limb scale (1 and 3) did not fit the Rasch

27

model, and therefore removed them from subsequent analysis.12 Our initial results were

28

similar (Table 3). However, upon re-scoring the items, the previously significant 2 values

29

which suggested extreme misfit, no longer met the Bonferroni adjusted significance threshold

30

(0.005000). Items 1 and 3’s 2 values improved to 0.155650 and 0.006610, respectively. It

31

would be interesting to determine whether a similar effect would have been observed if

32

Hsueh and colleagues had chosen to re-score the scale, before excluding the items, as this

33

information does not appear to have been reported.12 Another key difference between the two

34

studies, is the use of, and validation, of a single sub-scale in isolation of the other sub-scales.

35

This methodological difference may explain some of the discrepancies between the findings

36

described in this study and those described by Hsueh.12 Future research should examine the

37

behavior of all three sub-scales of the STREAM outcome measure being used simultaneously

38

in an acute stroke population.

39
40

Strengths and Weakness

41

A potential weakness of the scale itself is that it appears to be unable to discriminate

42

very well between individuals. Of the 125 individuals, 91 achieved the same score, which is

43

represents 73.8% of the sample clustering at one point. An effect that is visible in the

44

response pattern, and the Person-Item Map (see Figure S1 in the supplementary material).

45

One potential reason for this is that the scoring system even after Rasch modification still

46

produced a 3-point ordinal scale, where 0 signified absence or near absence of coordinated

47

movement, and 2 was completely unimpaired movement. As such, any impairment that did

48

not satisfy either of those extremes, which was most of the instances recorded, received the

49

same score of 1, explaining the observed clustering.

50

The main potential weakness of this study is that the sample was drawn from a
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51

tertiary center, which may limit the generalizability of the results. However, the activity and

52

participation measure utilized as part of the admission battery, which is based on the degree

53

of upper limb paralysis (CAHAI), suggested that the degree of disability tended towards the

54

milder end of the spectrum (Table 1 – Demographics). 45% of the participants in this study

55

achieved the maximum possible score on the tool, and the vast majority had scores in the

56

upper half of the score range (0 to 91). This suggests that the degree of disability ranged from

57

mild to moderate for most of the patients, and thus, the results are more widely applicable

58

than the tertiary nature of the participating center would initially suggest. Alternatively, it is

59

possible that the milder residual deficit was a result of the patients in this study being

60

younger than the average stroke patient in the UK,25-26 which could be another manifestation

61

of the specialist nature of the recruiting center. Furthermore, we have assessed the results of

62

the rasch analysis using the same data that we used to generate the results, which means that

63

our observations could be the consequence of over-fitting. Genuine out-of-sample validity

64

would require the use of a new dataset to test our results, which is an outstanding task

65

currently.

66
67
68

Sample Size Calculation
The number of individuals required to establish stable person and items estimates

69

using the Rasch model, is based on the degree of error expected. An analysis of sample sizes

70

found that to achieve an item calibration stability of +0.5 logits with a 95% confidence

71

interval is 100 individuals, and with a 99% confidence interval is 150 individuals.20 As such,

72

the sample size utilized in this study (n = 125), whilst it may appear relatively small, is more

73

than adequate to drawn reasonable conclusions from.

74
75

Implications for Clinicians
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76

Rasch analysis has allowed us to identify the interval scale that underlies the

77

STREAM through a logarithmic transformation. A recent study using the Rasch analyzed

78

version of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment demonstrated that these interval scale results can be

79

used to accurately map standardized assessment results to appropriate short and long term

80

rehabilitation goals.27,28 As such, we believe that the continuous linear (interval) scale we

81

have identified is likely to be much more useful to clinicians and policy makers than the

82

ordinal values currently produced by the STREAM, as it more accurately reflects the relative

83

difficulty of attaining each additional point on the scale. For example, the original ordinal

84

scale would have you believe that the difference between an improvement from 0 to 3, and 12

85

to 15 is equal. However, the interval scale (see appendix) demonstrates this is not true. The

86

true improvement from 0 to 3 is equal to 4.26 intervals, whereas from 12 to 15 is 2.18

87

intervals, almost half.

88
89

Conclusion

90

In conclusion this study proposes a new scoring method for the upper limb sub-scale

91

of the STREAM outcome measure in the acute stroke population, which after correction for

92

misfit to the Rasch occurring in its original form, resulted in a unidimensional, and highly

93

reliable measure, which satisfied the expectations and assumptions of the Rasch model.

94

However, the results illustrate quite substantial clustering of scores, which suggests that the

95

clinical usefulness of this tool may be limited.

96
97
98
99
100
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Table 1 – Demographics of Sample Population
Sex (n = 125)
Male (n)
Female (n)
Age (n = 125)
- 49
50-59
60-69
70 - 79
80 -

184

Handedness (n = 125)

185

Right
Left

186
187
188
189

59.2% (74)
40.8% (51)
12.8% (16)
19.2% (24)
43.2% (54)
23.2% (29)
0.2% (2)
96.0% (120)
4.0% (5)

Stroke Location (n = 123, insufficient location information = 2)
Right
ACA
MCA
PCA
Lacunar
Brainstem

(62)
5
25
6
22
4

Left
ACA
MCA
PCA
Lacunar
Brainstem

(61)
3
19
10
23
6

190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

Arm function (CAHAI)
Score on Outcome Measure
- 19
20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 79
80 - 90
91

Number of Individuals
14
8
4
1
7
19
12
8
56

ACA – Anterior Cerebral Artery, MCA – Middle Cerebral Artery,
PCA – Posterior Cerebral Artery
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Table 2 – Summary Statistics for the STREAM and the Re-scored Variant of the STREAM
STREAM Original [Response Pattern Scoring]
Person Separation Index
Item-Trait Interactions
Cronbach’s Alpha

With Extremes (n = 125)
Without Extremes (n = 123)
Chi Square
Probability
With Extremes (n = 111)
Without Extremes (n = 109)
Items

(Not including extremes)
Mean
Standard Deviation

0.90
0.84
71.156
<0.001 (Degrees of Freedom. – 20)
0.92
0.90

Location
0.00
1.17

Persons
Fit Residual
-1.57
1.69

Location
0.39
1.17

Fit Residual
-2.35
2.20

STREAM Original [Original Scoring]
Person Separation Index
Item-Trait Interactions
Cronbach’s Alpha
(Not including extremes)
Mean
Standard Deviation

With Extremes (n = 125)
Without Extremes (n = 123)
Chi Square
Probability
With Extremes (n = 111)
Without Extremes (n = 109)

0.85
0.76
96.41
<0.001 (Degrees of Freedom. – 20)
0.91
0.89

Items
Location
0.00
1.99

Persons
Fit Residual
-2.78
3.12

Location
0.79
2.17

Fit Residual
-2.44
1.69

STREAM Re-scored [Rasch-based Novel Scoring System]
Person Separation Index
Item-Trait Interactions
Cronbach’s Alpha

With Extremes (n = 125)
Without Extremes (n = 121)
Chi Square
Probability
With Extremes (n = 111)
Without Extremes (n = 108)
Items

(Not including extremes)
Mean
Standard Deviation

0.81
0.73
24.489
0.222 (Degrees of Freedom. – 20)
0.92
0.88

Location
0.00
0.43

Persons
Fit Residual
-3.96
1.84

Location
0.08
1.44

Fit Residual
-3.01
2.13
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Table 3 – Logit Location, Fit Statistics, and ICC description of Individual STREAM Items (Pre-Correction of Disordered Thresholds)
Item
1
2

Task
Supine
Protracts scapula in supine
Supine
Extends elbow in supine

Location

SE

Fit
Residual

Chi
Square

Degrees of
Freedom

Chi Square
p Value

ICC

-2.24

0.17

1.04

18.65

2

<0.001*

5

0.49

0.15

-1.12

2.54

2

0.282

1

3

Sitting
Shrugs shoulder (Scapular elevation)

-2.17

0.18

1.39

23.65

2

<0.001*

5

4

Sitting
Raises hand to touch top of head

0.40

0.13

-3.00

0.89

2

0.642

2

0.45

0.13

-3.42

1.51

2

0.470

2

5

Sitting
Places hand on sacrum

6

Sitting
Raises arm overhead to fullest elevation

0.50

0.12

-3.19

1.44

2

0.488

2

7

Sitting
Supinates and pronates forearm

0.32

0.12

-2.52

5.01

2

0.082

2

8

Sitting
Closes hand from fully opened position

0.66

0.09

-2.37

3.29

2

0.193

1

9

Sitting
Opens hand from fully closed position

0.88

0.09

-1.52

5.64

2

0.060

1

0.73

0.08

-1.03

8.54

2

0.014

1

10

Sitting
Opposes thumb to index finger

SE – Standard Error. ICC – Item Characteristic Curves: 1 - Marginal over-discrimination; 2 – Classic over-discrimination; 3 – Classic fit; 4 – No
systemic deviation, but individual class intervals deviate from the model; 5 – Marginal under-discrimination; and 6 – Classic under-discrimination.
* Probabilities below the Bonferroni adjusted p value (adjusted value = 0.001 for 10 items from probability base of 0.01)
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Table 4 – Scoring Patterns for the Re-scored Variant of the STREAM
Item

Original Response Pattern

New Scoring Pattern

1

0/0/1/1/2

2

0/1/1/1/2

3

0/0/1/1/2

4

0/0/1/1/2

5

0/0/1/1/2

Corresponding Descriptions for New Scoring Pattern

0/0/1/1/2
0 – Unable to appropriately perform the test movement (includes completing part of
the movement but with marked deviation in ability compared to the unimpaired
side).
1 – Patient completes part of the action in a manner similar to the unimpaired side
OR completes the entire action but with marked deviation in ability compared to
the unimpaired side.
2 – Patient completes action in a manner similar to the unimpaired side.

0/1a/1b/1c/2
6

0/0/1/1/2

7

0/1/1/1/2

8

0/1/1/1/2

9

0/1/1/1/2

10

0/1/1/1/2

0/1/1/1/2
0 – Unable to perform the test movement, or any part of it.
1 – Patient is capable of completing part of, or the entire test movement, but with
marked deviation in ability compared to the unimpaired side.
2 – Patient completes action in a manner similar to the unimpaired side.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1: Probability Curves for Items 1, 4 and 8
Fig. 1 A and B correspond to item 1 before and after re-scoring, respectively. Before rescoring, options 1a and 1c are the cause of the disordered threshold. Using the corresponding
descriptions for these scores (1a = “able to perform only part of the movement, and with
marked deviation from unaffected pattern”, 1b = “able to perform only part of the movement,
but in a manner that is comparable to unaffected side”, 1c = “able to complete the movement,
but only with marked deviation from unaffected pattern” ,6 the optimal solution identified
was to combine these 3 options resulting in the scoring pattern 01112. This suggests that for
these questions, the distinction between only completing part of the movement, and the full
movement (assuming impairment is noted), is not sufficiently different in terms of difficulty
for the measure to discern, and thus re-scoring was necessary.
Fig. 1 C and D correspond to item 4 before and after re-scoring, respectively. Before rescoring, options 1a and 1c are the cause of the disordered threshold. Using the corresponding
descriptions for these scores (see above), the optimal solution identified was to combine these
3 options resulting in the scoring pattern 01112. This suggests that for these questions, the
distinction between only completing part of the movement, and the full movement (assuming
impairment is noted), is not sufficiently different in terms of difficulty for the measure to
discern, and thus re-scoring is necessary.
Finally, Fig. 1 E and F correspond to item 8 before and after re-scoring, respectively). Before
re-scoring, only option 1a appears to be the cause of the disordered threshold. However, the
optimal solution identified was to combine 1a, 1b and 1c, resulting in the scoring pattern
01112, instead of just combining 1a and 1b. This suggests that for these questions, the
distinction between the ability to perform part of the action (1b), and the complete action (1c)
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is sufficiently different, however, discounting this additional information meant that the item
fit the Rasch model better overall.
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Figures 1 A &B
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Figures 1 C & D
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Figures 1 E & F
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